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Hoi4 battle plans stuck open

So I've recently been loaded for a safe and somereason it's stuck on the mode of modifying the war planning. I can't do anything and i will not let it get out. There are any suggestions. HM, a person he respects. That means there is a way around it or it is not a bug but I am doing it wrong? You're not going to get the maximum of the answer with some details. Try loading a
screenshot. Explain exactly what you are facing. Suppose we have not faced this problem (I have not). Or load your safe game with the problem present on the Big Forum for devs. Note: It will be used only to report spem, ads, and difficulty (harassment, fighting, or non-raw) letters. 2020. gada 15. October 12:02 · The world's most western is the most Russia bear in the north. The
world is at war while Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey can do what to secure their safety? Battle for the Bosforce Strait, now available: Steam: Plaza: it is a community maintained wiki. If you have a place of error you are welcome to fix it. Planning a fight is an important tool that helps players to figure out how their distribution will proceed, allows AI to control the player automatically,
and can provide planning bonuses. Plans need not be ready to give distribution orders, but are generally recommended because they reduce macromanamant and improve game play flow. If required, different divisions within the same army can be allocated different war projects. In this case, players will usually have to be manually assigned to distribute on each front, or they will
prepare by default. An example of a fighting plan is designed to deal with an enemy with a busy south, italy, which will be a major attack north of enemy lines. Players can set up, and separately reach one or more watery, paradorups, and attacks by ground forces already face the enemy, all the time he thinks best. Some of these may be set to apply planning orders (at the same
time by the player, while the other can be set to be in order, in any case to turn it on by the player only on this specific command, and with the ability to plan or change this element of troops or it Allows different parts of an army to perform separate tasks for the player within the overall strategy, because the military corps performed different missions for THE RW2 forces. The use of
such complex projects is optional, but sometimes very useful when a player is to start more than one different operation at the same time or by stages. Aggressive Earth Operations To plan a battle, the player must first define a front line- this is the point from which Group operation will start. Select the front line button or hotkey z, then click a line along a national border on the map
or between the existing line or draw a draw To indicate to the forces that the recently selected divisions of the army will be gathered. Then click the offensive line button (a line with an arrow) or the hotkey x and the front of which the forces should move beyond the current front line. War planning [edit] can be achieved by the battle planning toolbar when an army (general) or a
military group (a field marshal) is selected. To use the button, modify the mode of de-assign distribution assignment to the order view the article Hotkeys # Battleplan_hotkeys. Players can choose to balance the fight plan with the button if the battle plan is implemented carefully, balancedly or aggressively. The use of buttons is described in the following parts. Order a naval attack
on Dover and adjoining provinces. A naval attack is a suicide attack on the enemy's land. It is a very powerful means to open new fronts against an enemy where they expect them to be the lowest of them. When selecting a naval attack order, the player will be asked to click left as a point of view of the province's move. There the army will be gathered for attack. And right-click on
the enemy province to attack. Any friendly port has access to the player that can be launched from navy attacks. This means that an attack on enemy land can be launched from the port of an ally who is not at war with the enemy. The total number of divisions assigned to the naval attacks of a country is limited by its naval attack capability. The capability is set by the maritime
technology of the 'Transport' branch. The basic value is zero, which means that the technology transport ship must be researched that the divisions can be assigned in a naval attack. The naval attack capability limits have assigned more divisions than that will not replace the navy attack order. The arrow appears on the map but no distribution with text transports of 0. Assigned
divisions have retained them! A red fly mark which shows that they have no command. The country's attack ability is not met in division number, not in their total weight or width of the fight. The broader and more powerful division templates allow strong attacks to take off. Preparation time [edit] The time is required to prepare naval strikes before they can be hanged. Exactly the
time it will take depends on the technology and the distribution amount to be sent over. With the first level of naval attack technology, a 1 division attack will take 7 days and 10 division attacks 70 days of planning. Landing craft technology (1940) parts require time. The planning will proceed immediately, even when the divisions are also on the way to the port of the port. It is
possible to develop multiple attacks from different ports in parallel, up to the same target province (e), saving at the time of total preparation. It is also possible to prepare various target provinces for several attacks. The same port. For the caravan [edit] to ship units on foreign land, enough caravans need to do so. The amount of the caravan of individual division depends on its
weight. The amount of the caravan equals the weight is required to ship on a division. The amount of caravan needed is rounded up. The amount of caravans required for an attack may be less than technology. Weight 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.7 Battalion Anti Tank Artillery Calorie Infantry Hills Marines Motor Rocket Artillery Paratropers Own Rocket Artillery Light SP Anti-Air Light
SP Artillery Light Tank Light Tank Velvet Mehmanied Mid-SP Anti-Wind Medium SP Artillery Heavy PS Anti-Air Heavy SP Artillery Heavy Heavy Tank Velvet Modern PS Anti-Air Modern SP Artillery Modern Tank Modern Tank Velvet Superheavy Tank Anti-Heavy Tank Artillery Super Heavy Tank Super Heavy Tank Macorib [Edit] Seazone displays 80.20% naval intel performance
when you over-over the Navy's supremacy bar show the property window. To be able to get the supremacy of the Navy, you have at least 30% naval intelligence performance. The actual value of a seazone's naval intel performance can be seen in the seazone property window, when you get a seazone click. You must have the over-the-top mouse over the naval supremacy with
the hoor. Alternatively you can see it, when you are in strategic navy map mode with your mouse over a seazone (accessible with F2 button). The performance of a seazone naval intel is from your nations that are at war with you and the ship in this seazone that is counted from intel. If you are not in battle, you have 100% naval intellim performance everywhere. If you are at war
with one country, you have 100% naval intel performance in all seazones in which this country has not assigned any ships (the price is enemy supremacy 0). Seazone's which has assigned the country's ships (enemy supremacy &gt; 0), naval intel performance is the intel you have of this country. If you are at war with more countries, and one of these countries is a ship in seazone,
the performance of the Navy Intel, the more naval power in this seazone that weighs towards the country. La Ésitennis The Antell Laser Navy Tab is showing details about the Royal Navy. With DLC La Ésistance, you have a country's intellime, can be seen in the country's Intellidle Laser. When you have a mouse over the naval portion of the Antell Laser, you see that the Navy's
intellil is calculated. There are many factors that contribute to navy inteal performance. The performance of the naval inteal against a particular enemy country, expressed as a percentage between 0 and 100, is the sum of each of the following factors: Common factors on naval inteal performance: (with and without La Ésistance) enemy theory (democratic: 20% unattached: 20% ,
Communist: 12.5% , Communist: 12.5% , Fhast: 10%) Enemy Trade Law (Free Trade: 20% , Export Focus: 10% , Limited Exports: Closed Economy: 0%) Radar coverage (Radars which cover any seazone with enemy ships on mission, can provide 20% naval intel performance. The naval intel collected in each radar is only one value per country, per seazone. The navy intel about
the UK which covers the English channel can provide naval intel performance for a naval attack in the Mediterranean.) fighting the enemy navy (Navy 0.2% /week.) Factors on naval integers performance with DLC La Ésistance: Navy Intelligence Department enhances naval integers performance by upgrade to agency + 25% of its total value, i.e. it is multiplied by 1.25. Factors on
the performance of naval inteime without DLC La Éresisance: Your encryption level and enemy encryption level sits 0 1 2 3 Enemy Encryption Level 0 0 % 30 % 45 % 60% 1 0% 15% 22. 5% 30% 2 0% 10% 15% 20% 3 0% 15% Example: As in contrast to image: Democratic theory (20%) Export Focus Trading Law (10%) Radar Coverage (16.9%) And spy network (5.5%) Adding up
to 52.4%, then multiplied by 1.25 from the Navy Department, would give the total naval integers performance of 65.5% against this particular example of the UK. Example without DLCD La Ésistance: If you don't use DLCD La Ésistance and want the Navy to attack a fishist country (10%) Its economy has closed (0%) And research encryption level 3 and you have a encryption level
3 (15%) And there is no raiders that covers any enemy area: you need to fight their navy to get a naval inteal performance of 25% and be able to get over30% navy intelligation. Strategy if 30% navy intel is not possible to achieve performance: if a seazone is not part of maritime supremacy (the enemy's supremacy is 0), you get the navy intel performance 100%. A strategy is to
finish planning a naval attack, send your ships to gain naval supremacy and start attack, even if you don't have enough naval intellim performance. If the enemy is changing fleet commands then you may get a 100% naval intethereon performance for a moment. This brief moment is enough to start a naval attack. To implement a naval attack, the amendment would need to be
divided into all strategic areas (sea areas) in a country that needs more than 50 percent (also called naval superiority in some of the tootips). These areas are passing through the arrows of naval attack planning. To be able to get the supremacy of the Navy, you have at least 30% naval intellim performance. The naval supremacy depends on what kind of mission it is running, how
effective it is on the region, how many ships and how large they are. Maritime supremacy in a strategic region (sea zone) is a combination of the maritime supremacy of the Tscforce assigned to it. Naval Force by Naval Missions: [1] Mission Naval Supremacy Patrol 100% Strike Force 100% Support attack 100% caravan attack 50% caravan saaktake 50% maniaiaing 30%
Minesweeping 30% naval exercise 0% hold (in and out of port) 0% large ships are more part for naval supremacy. For example, the Italian early Yodkpot RN provides The Andrew Remotes over356 strike force missions. A single Couratoni class Italian preliminary macarb has provided 117 naval supremacy on strike force missions. Per ship is counted as naval force: Ship's naval
supremacy = 100.0 + 0.005 * Cost of ship production in industrial capacity (IC) + 0.05 * The forces of ship work do not share with them in the naval supremacy. Air superiority and maniaiyang provide a bonus for naval superiority. Air superiority count each plane to two, with the maximum possible bonus + 100% ship amount. It is achieved when air superiority is 100% and there are
enough aircraft to cover 100% of the ocean area. Maritime supremacy only needs a brief moment to begin the prepared attack. Then this attack will continue without much supremacy. Once naval strikes are planned properly, naval supremacy and naval inteal performance have been achieved, and enough caravans are collected, the project can be activated. The attack by the
caravan through the province of the province by the sea is an attack by the [edit], and enemy fleets and bombers can be stopped just like a supply and commercial caravan. It is recommended to use the yscartes for the caravan, so that the enemy rallies to stop the fleet attacking its entire fleet. When the attackers reach the beaches and start from the a, it is being attacked with an
icon and sound and a short moment of any defense rally. The speed of attack is better by technology, and is much delayed by attacks on the caravan. Attack War [Edit] If the attackers try to go to the ground, then a land fight begins. As the army land they need to first get off the plane and it leaves them weak to fire enemies, so they get a heavy malus. Marines have been trained
specifically for the aerial attacks and are getting big bonuses for the punishment of the burawater landing. Consider using the beach bombing to support the attack, as well as any close air support in the range. Attacks on the post [edit] until the distribution division has occupied the port or city, they can cut off supply, and need to achieve these objectives within 72 hours before
exiting the goods. A pardroop order from the Netherlands airport in Germany. A pardroop is an attack by the wind on enemy land. A paradroop can only be implemented by paratrypers himand his/her support equipment. Partition with any battalions that cannot be drop, cannot be used in pardrop. The highest type of line would disable a division for battalions if air drops are present
in the division; Here's a division designer display to see if the division is para. A. Must start from an airport with transport planes. Ensure that the number of transport aircraft sits equal to or more than the weight of the para-pertorpers. You must have 70% airport at all air zone control drop point. If the airport has aircraft at the airport capacity, the mission will not start. As hoi4 has an
air supply system, a supply source, such as a big city, a port or a major front can be possible soon to avoid the effects of non-providing connections. It is advised to own earth paratopers in an area near a supply source and to attack this source immediately, the supply sources are well preserved. It will allow Paratrove to fight for a long time and hold the line against the enemy as
Tiger DLCD is great for using the new air supply system from wakeup. Enemy soldiers fall over is an attack with heavy fines and some destruction until the friendly control of Paratroo cannot go back near the area. If you have air lead in the target zone even when facing problems with Paradrps, there may be another problem. If your target province is located within an air zone
whose main grill is beyond the limit of your transport planes, then it can cause an unlimited delay and prevent paradarps. What this means is that, in a large number of air routes, the province sedate technically may be in your transport aircraft range, but your aircraft will never reach these provinces, because the target air zone coverage is off their limits (or something like that). The
south England thing from Germany is a particularly hateful example, but it is also many other places (e.g. the Pacific ocean and South America, for example). Fortunately, you can get this broken game as well, well, to break it. When your para order air map appears on the screen (the same place where you assign air superiority and ground support missions), click the circular icon
of the order left (looks empty perhaps), then reassagan your command to an air zone whose main node is near your airport (it's usually, but not always, air zone AI sometimes paradrps Does not try. The air superiority [edit] like a pardroop, like a naval attack, needs to be 70% strategic area with the air lead target. Air superiority is mainly achieved by directing fighters to secure air
lead in a region, but can also help support (non-naval) bombing and close air. Transport aircraft [modified] as a caravan for naval strikes, transport planes are required to execute the orders of the pardroop. Unlike other aircraft in the game, 1 transport aircraft does not represent 1 aircraft but is essential for transporting units to a group of aircraft. The amount of transport planes it
needs depends on to move the weight of this distribution. Paratopers weigh 0.5 to their battalions and Paratroop Support Companies 0.1. A The aircraft is taking a capacity of 2.0, and thus can take 4 para battalions, or 3 divisions of para battalions with several support companies. If the air drop order aircraft take much less capacity for Paratruo, transport will make several troops to
the Paratro-Ferry, exposing them to more enemy attacks and causing troops to reach separate waves. The airport needs to be in a province with transport planes to be able to follow pardroop. The general frontline with the frontline and offensive line [edit] general offensive line is the starting point of attacks in a front-line enemy area. A player can either assign a border to an entire
country by clicking the border or a player can assign a part of a country border as a front line to the player to belong to the front line deployment area by holding the right mouse button and dragging the mouse over the province. AI will then move all the divisions in the position that the commander assign on this front line. They are assigned by choosing them when clicking on the
front line button or later by choosing them and adding them by clicking Control on this line. A player can also form several symbetic front lines and assign divisions between them, which can be especially useful for a field marshal who can command an unlimited amount of money in connection with various operations at different locations around the world. Partitions that are
deployed on a front line that borders a non-coalition will get a planning bonus for their pre-attack preparation time. Front lines can only be positioned on a border, and the next line of war between opposing forces can be counted as a border for this purpose. An offensive line is a line in which a player is disawed by hostile provinces, consisting of the objectives of the assigned Army
units and to capture. From a front line, or another offensive line, a player can scare one or several offensive lines or arrows that tell AI how the player wants to distribute the planned plans selected to move over the next line. The width and arc of the offensive line can be adjusted as described on the sahedra. If the mouse cursor is dragged on to the offensive line or the arrow will
show exactvisuality of the game how AI will present the division, step to step. Modifying ALT can be useful to direct a significant effort to move the base of the mode and tab base. The battle plan is given with a pat to release as well as plan related to the fight plan, as well as the top button of the commander's picture. Then the enforcement implements the battle plans until the
troops reach their offensive line which has since become the new front line. If the front line is to order the offensive line out of it then the implementation button will be re-emphasized to resume before the new front line. Pause, Resupply, Resupply, Safety, Well-being, and More Planning Between the stages of a major offensive. It is also a good time to strengthen the control over
occupied territories of the troops, which usually includes small divisions that are skilled in naboud. The order of planning the chhoni area war is used in such a situation. The front line and offensive line [edit] the front line and the offensive line follow edit more examples for general frontline and general offensive line, later after another common offensive line. After the offence starts,
until the first line is reached and then paused. The button will be emphasized for the restart. Field Marshal frontline and field marshal offensive line. By default, every normal military front lines are prepared. Field Marshal frontline and two general offensive lines. After drawing the front line with a field marshal you don't have to use a field marshal offensive line. You can also use, or
mix, common offensive lines. If you have shift-fastening when drawing a field marshal frontline, you get field marshal frontline without sub-army front lines. It can be useful for front lines for a large number of defense divisions. All divisions assigned to this front line get field marshal's color. The picture is assigned to a field marshal offensive line Sperhad [edit] The General Front Line
spihad order with Sperhad starts from a front line and can be used instead along an offensive line within an army. Unlike the general war planning that spreads to cover its philenx and adjust the situation, Sparehads goes for their purpose in a narrow path, just like when the first explanation was made. This makes them suitable for the Biltzcraig-style armored panitratans that can
capture a specific purpose or to be wrapped with another spihared refusal to work with hostile cities or armies, followed by back-mobile and regular sealing in the steel ingotby infantry divisions. The home forces may have become like this, as well as the lack of friendly area is destroyed. Sperhad (short cut ' SHIFT + X') can only be used through the area only through the region
through which a naval attack (rolling in battle from the craft of tank landing). Follow the exact path on the map by right-clicking Sparehads and dragging the mouse through the provinces continuously. This could allow attacking forces to plan this route to pass, cities, or other uninterested areas to maintain their momentum. Players can attract fallback operations lines in the control
area, and that fallback operations in the same manner along a front line will inform AI to move and deploy its distribution behind the line, hold the line against enemy attacks, and restore position if the line is broken to counter-attack. Unlike front lines, the divisions deployed on fallback operations lines do not get a planning bonus; However, a long time is deployed in a province that
is divided Rest in this position while collecting an intra-magnet bonus. Area Defense. The pic selects 'Watchmen' naval based. Divided on tile with naval ad Area Defense assign the entire army to protect the area instead of the front line. It is most useful for protecting naval attacks and paratopers against yourself. As divisions focus in a position for defense rather than spread over
one or more states, its currency is ill-fit near the front line. If part of the area is lost to the enemy, the resonating units will try to recover the lost area automatically. There are multiple subsections in the defense command (see graphic): Protect points of victory Guard guard airport protects that player can choose how they want to protect and uI will tell this player how many divisions
considered necessary to meet the command. The order of the chheonarea is debof without the triples to the range of units under 72 under a commander. Watch the chouting to defend the area against supporters. When a division is in the starting position of planning an aggressive war (i.e. a fight plan consists of at least one offensive line or speared order) nor is it moving forward,
it will collect a planning bonus at the beginning of every day, expressed as a percentage until maximum planning bonuses are reached it sends maximum combat performance to the division. Maximum planning bonus for each division (initially 30%) Limited on, or daily plan bonus deposit rate, some earth theory can be increased by choice and national sprate. Twenty per day is 2%
get, so it will take 15 days for example to collect a 30% hat. Using a normal will also increase the maximum planned bonus and daily plan bonus deposit rate. A general planning rating will take part in every approach + 2% maximum plan bonus, and + 5% daily plan bonus deposit. However, + 5% is the daily plan bonus to have anxiety for 2% daily base rate. So for example, when
using 4 in general with a plan rating, they will add + 8% to the maximum plan bonus (so 30% + 8 % = 38% , no other bonus), and daily planning bonus esp 2.4 % (2 % * (1 + (4 * 5) % = 20 2.4%)) Continuing the example, it will now take 16 days to complete the full planning bonus (38%/2.4 % = 15.8 days). When moving or fighting a division with a planning bonus, it will lose some
of its planning bonuses every day. Bonuses planned for division planning are being automatically offered if the war plan is being organized by AI. If there is a division of human players If ordered manually by the side, the planning bonus will decline at a fairly fast rate. The strategy [amendment] will take several days after getting the maximum plan bonus, it may be worth while
preparing for a war plan during peace So that every division will get full planning bonus espout. Found. War. If the player wants to reduce the planning bonus degradation rate, it can help in developing complex battle plans containing more than one command. It can move divisions to achieve their objectives without needing manual command from the player. [2] Alternatively,
human players can macoromanage their division, the ability to gain better control or react to change situations. It presents a tredioff, because the planned bonus will be lost faster when manual orders are issued. Manual control and war planning; support attack [edit] divisions that belong to a war planning and will return AI control after applying a manual order order. Once the fight
is joined, players can choose an unbusy division and then ctrl+ right click (or Ctrl + alt + right click) to add the selected division to the support attack. This allows the division to help attack without automatically pushing the division seine into enemy occupied area over victory. War Plan AI can automatically order such a support attack. The battle planning and the Allies [edit] players
can see their allies battle planning (an option that can be toggled into the lower right side of the screen). It can help connect with allies and single players in multiplayer as AI countries create their own war plan. Project.
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